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Bewdley Hash 2017

By Matt Wright, www.nobleword.co.uk “Intelligent copy, Simply written”

Day 1:
Friday 22nd September

Two hours later (with no breakfast stop) we were
getting changed in a car park in Bridgnorth by the
banks of the River Severn (OK, so some hash customs never change), ready for a 16-mile canoe trip
down to Bewdley. Richard, our guide, announced
that he wouldn’t actually be guiding us, but would
be popping up at random intervals, waving his
arms furiously by the banks of the river for us to
pull in.

“Every Journey ends with a Memory”

3 momentous events were due to take place this
weekend:
•
•
•

Severn Valley Railway Autumn Steam
Gala (>30,000 visitors expected)
Velo Birmingham – a 100-mile closed road
cycle event (>15,000 entrants expected)
HWH3’s Annual Holiday – a 3-day extravaganza of mud, madness and mayhem
(45 hashers expected, plus assorted local
Bewdley-ites)

So, lifejackets on, Minstrels in (no breakfast remember) and Strava running, we began paddling
downstream. I had drawn the short straw with Mr.
Eager in the boat behind me, in charge of steering and generally commanding everything on the
river in front of him whilst providing a running (or
paddling) commentary…

“Begin at the beginning,” the
King said, very gravely, “and go
on till you come to the end: then
stop.”
-

Lewis Carroll – Alice in Wonderland

So let’s begin at the very beginning – Friday morning, 7:00am, bright and early, being picked up
Sooper Cooper and Mr.Eager (I shall be using hash
names throughout this write-up by the way, for
the 1st time ever I believe, as HWH3 slowly begins
to adopt…well, hash-like customs).

“Look look…that’s a big bird…I think it’s a heron….
over there…I saw a splash…I think it’s a fish…no,
it’s just a log, but it could have been a fish….aren’t
fish wonderful…amazing creatures….they can
breathe underwater…well, not really because they
have gills but still….etc.”

- Suited, booted, and jacketed
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Meanwhile, Sooper and Oompa Loompa (Paul
Brewer – I’ll only give you a name clue the 1st
time around though, so please do pay attention!)
were drifting serenely downriver, just keeping
themselves out of earshot….

I’ll fast-forward (you don’t need to hear all Mr
Eager’s Attenborough impersonation) to our
eagerly-awaited lunch stop, 7 miles in at Hampton
Loade ...which was rather disappointing – a
lovely little village which promised much but only
delivered a rubbish brick outhouse masquerading
as a pub serving virtually undrinkable beer.
Which we drank but didn’t particularly enjoy, so
we had tea and cake at the next stop at Ardley
5 miles further on (far harder to have bad tea
than bad beer), before a final 4-mile paddle into
Bewdley. All fairly eventful apart from a tangle
with an overhanging riverside tree as Sooper and
I chased down an errant chocolate biscuit (not a
euphemism!) and I ended up losing my sunglasses
in the ensuing fracas...but let’s not beat around
the bush....ahem....

- Sooper and Paul make a
break for it!
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At Bewdley, we said our goodbyes to Richard
and our hellos to The Mughouse, which we
were reliably informed served the best beer in
Bewdley. Check. A couple of pints of Mad Goose
later, and we had a gander round to the Steam
Railway for our return to Bridgnorth, on the
Severn Valley Steam Railway. It was like stepping
back in time, complete with all original features
from the costumes, to the station adverts and
to the other assorted paraphanalia…plus the
trains were actually on time as well! Along with
our fellow ferroequinologists (check your Latin!)
we steamed along the valley, commenting about
how much easier it was to travel upstream than
canoe downstream. Mind you, being able to sup
on a pint of Bewdley Brewery’s finest from the
1950’s salon car did help us to go with the flow...
or against it in this instance.
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1:30am, Spy and Hawkeye
having gone for a nightcap in
The Talbot with Doormat,
Happyfeet, Yob and Bernie
(sorry, running out of
hash names here!) and
then taken the ‘long
cut’ back (“I missed the
shortcut” - Hawkeye).
To be fair, it’s not often
you have a middleaged man doing an
impression of Bernie’s
slut-drop move in a
bunkhouse dorm in
the early hours of the
morning, so maybe
I should have been
more appreciative and
enthusiastic than I let on…..

OK, fast fast-forward again….Bridgnorth (lovely
little town – it even has its own funicular), Aldi for
supplies (less historic but no less worthy) and a
drive back to the bunkhouse in Bewdley where we
met up with the early sitting of Speed Hump (Ant),
Sarah (she couldn’t decide upon a hash name
at the time, OK?), and Pink Panter (Livvy)…not
forgetting Lucy of course, and deemed ourselves
too knackered to walk the 2km back into Bewdley
for a meal with the rest of the mob. Luckily, as
we ate and chatted, the mob came to us (well,
those who were staying in the bunkhouse at any
rate), until eventually the kitchen table was full
of conversation and alcohol. The latter being of
better quality than the former – mind you, Aldi’s
homebrand range has improved considerably....
By midnight, we thought we’d talked ourselves out
and everybody settled down to sleep…that was
until the Jaegerbombers stumbled back in around
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Day 2:
Saturday 23rd
September
Let’s start as we left off last night,
the sound we all drifted off to sleep
with....a collection of Hawk-isms (all
before we’d left for the parkrun):
“Should we change his name
to Hawkear?”
“Is Hawkeye doing the beef
run?”
“I’ve just walked into some
geezer in the toilet...he
seemed surprise to see me.”
“Can you find my slot and jam it
in?” [looking for his seatbelt in
the back seat of Ant’s car]

resident ‘Go Ape’ facility had ‘gone ape’ (as I
found out on Sunday when talking to a Bewdley
Hasher who also happened to be one of the
Run Directors). Normally, this wouldn’t matter
too much, but when the 80 metres in question
happen to have a gradient of over 10% and when,
as a finely-tuned athlete, you have paced your
sprint finish to perfection (let me know when
you find one of those eh?) it does induce rather
extreme emotions. Still, I’m sure the gentle
drizzle washed it all away....

Wyre Forest Parkrun
Wyre Forest parkrun briefing, 8:55am
“There’s a guy with a chainsaw
out on the course - don’t worry
he’s not dangerous, but he says
he can’t stop because he needs
to get back to let the elephants
out....oh, and he also said that
if he sees you approaching he’ll
put his chainsaw down”

Anyway, congratulations to Rocky Road who was
technically the best runner on the day, finishing
with the highest age grade-related score. Mind
you, she did then proceed to put her feet up for
the rest of the day whilst co-ordinating the Hash
Treasure Hunt....you see you youngsters, it’s all
about pacing yourself!

Well, if that’s not an entreaty to run a PB, what is?
As it was, our youngest parkrunner, Lucy, aged 18
months, beat everybody, including
her father Speed Hump by about 1
second (given that he was pushing
her buggy).
- Am I bovvered though...am I? Think
I’ll just have a snooze...
The rest of the hash finished in dribs
and drabs and various states of
distress (just like any normal hash),
not helped by the fact that Wyre
Forest parkrun had put the finish
back around 80 metres because the
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Hash Treasure Hunt

- Aud unveils yet another new pair of leggings
to her adoring admirers

“This is a fun game. Please
don’t get run over”

Nothing like a bit of friendly competitive rivalry
to get the juices flowing (for those hashers
who hadn’t already ran a competitive 5km that
morning) as Bewdley was overrun once again
by wild-eyed runners frothing at the mouth....
but moving on from General Menace, it was the
long-awaited Hash Treasure Hunt, which had
been almost a year in the planning (well, most
of the photo clues were taken straight after last
year’s Monopoly Bash).

My Strava said.....
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“Bernie, now try to stay upright
on the bike this time round.
Remember, you’re not the Pope
- you don’t have to kiss the
tarmac every time you visit a
new town.”
About 100 metres later, Bernie duly kissed the
tarmac and spent the rest of the afternoon at
Kidderminster A&E with a suspected broken wrist.
So that all bode well for Crazy & Speed Hump’s
bike ride, which we’d be promised would be
‘interesting’ in places.....!

Myself, Legover,
and Crazy elected
to take a time
penalty at the
end, figuring that
it was worth it to
snaffle the large
number of blanks
at the end of our
quiz sheet, having
spent far too long
messing about in
the woods earlier
on (a common hash
phenomenon it
must be said).

- 3 hours later, post Kidderminster A&E, Bernie
bites back...hear her roar!
- For the record, this was NOT flat! I’d clambered
up onto a sewage station to take this...no sh*t!

The Bike Bash
Then, there was just time for a quick sandwich
before the 2km uphill slog back to the bunkhouse
and change in time for the afternoon’s Bike Bash.
Who said these weekends were meant to be
relaxing???

As luck would have it, we all made it back in one
piece. OK, so some of those pieces had been
bashed around a bit in the process (the technical
term for the mark left where pedal meets shin on
a vertical drop is evidently a ‘beartrap’) but by and
large we were all upright.

- The Bike Bashers. Note an
upright, unscathed Bernie
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Staying upright proved to be something of an
issue as daytime slowly folded into evening, and
the time for the GM’s Evening of Merriment duly
approached.
- Next year’s bunkhouse?
Don’t try the wheelie again Dick!!!

-
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The GM’s Evening of ‘Fun’

[after the 2nd page of A4
explanation and much shouting]
“...so it’s that easy....then you
put on the plastic gloves to pick
up the poo”

“Any game which needs more than 2 A4 sides of
closely-typed instructions is going to prove a hard
sell.”

“ What plastic gloves...and what
poo?!”

And so it was. They say a picture is worth a
thousand words. Well, in this instance, the ‘baby’
pictures of the hash (I say ‘baby’ as there were
some faces there that even a mother would
be hard-pressed to love) were worth about a
thousand minutes....no, don’t bother counting
that up, it’s just short of 17 hours, but that must
have been the combined time spent staring at the
Photo Wall. Hence (note for next year), no other
games really required!

“Oh, just use your imagination!”

As it happened, other events did take place: the
GM’s Tosca nominations (I think after a 10- minute
preamble, he ended up awarding it to himself?),
my Sesquipedalian Quiz (guess the meaning of
the obscure word and use it in an imaginary hash
write-up – some classics reproduced overleaf)
and, the main event, the GM’s Team Games.

A disappointed Roz.
She thought Dark
Ecstasy was something
else....

Don’t call me baby....just tell
me who I am though please.
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Chaos would be an
understatement. Shiraz and
Malbec were my only two
concerns at this point. That was,
until the results of the Photo
Quiz were read out and just
about everybody had me down
as a blond-haired beefer on a
bike, no doubt misled by the
strapline “He’s a big boy now!”….
and it was Kamikazee Kev FFS,
who didn’t let me forget it for the
rest of the weekend!!!

To the
victors...a
sunflower!

Great evening though, so thanks to all for the
organisation and hard work. My abiding memory
though, remains one of Steve walking out of the
door with a glint in his eye and his arm raised
aloft, wearing a rubber glove from one of GM’s
games...Legover meanwhile was looking far more
worried!

Day 3: Sunday 24th September
“Oh, fuck shit! “ [said in a thick
Brummie accent by a racing
cyclist rounding the corner on a
‘closed’ road to be confronted
with 5 hashers on mountain
bikes descending in the opposite
direction]

“Am I in Birmingham?”“No,
you’re in Bewdley”“Is that near
Birmingham?”“It’s about 40
miles away”“Oh, that’s not
where I thought I was”
- Conversation with a marshall
on the Birmingham velo

Yup, the mass participation cycle race had necessitated some swift rethinking and sharp changes of
direction...but I’d thought that was on the hare’s
part, not the leading cyclists! Still, Bewdley must
have looked very inviting and becoming after
50 miles of hard cycling. Maybe slightly less so
to some of the zero contract marshalls who had
been randomly dumped on street corners, ‘How
to wear a florescent jacket’ seemingly the only
instructions they’d be given:

Other superhero supporters
are available

Somebody tell Bellamy he’s
in the wrong race...!
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And lo, he spake unto the masses...

.and the masses did listen intently,
with minimal hecklin

Oops, spoke too soon!
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We were joined, once
again this year, by a
coterie of Wyre Forest
Hashers, a select
semi-aquatic band of
creatures, rather shy
and retiring, albeit with
a loud call and a love
of huddling together in
groups.
- All for one....

They went by the
following names: Frosty,
Maria von Trapp, Cookie
Dough (wearing a
Wycombe Wanderers
top in homage to
HWH3), Game Bird,
Cross Dresser, Zelda’s sister, and Dr Whiplash. See
if you can match them up (erm, without looking at
the names on the back of their running shirts!)
This love of water proved useful when, less than
1km into the hash, there was one of the earliest
‘On In’s’ in living memory...which was solely for
Mr Eager’s benefit. However, before he could get
his little sockies wet, he was beaten into the water
by the alpha male Wyre Forester, closely followed
in by the rest of his tribe. I’m happy to say that
HWH3 matched them man for man (maybe rather
less so on the female front?), although we did
possess about x6 the numbers.....so let’s just call
that a draw, eh?

- And all for in...!
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and Cupcake carboot feast (eat your heart out
Twickenham!) and then retired to The Mughouse
for another quenching ale along with our Wyre
Forest friends. The bike race was still in full flow
through Bewdley, although it’s fair to say that the
average pace had slowed down somewhat as the
lycra warriors passing through now resembled
the heavy cavalry as opposed to the lightly-armed
messengers from a few hours previously.

There was an element of déjà vu, as we retraced
some of the route from yesterday’s Treasure Hunt,
but there was plenty of ‘new stuff’ to entertain us,
not least criss-crossing the bike route numerous
times and so able to provide considerable vocal
support to the cyclists. [Note to self: best not to
attempt a high five with a cyclist travelling at over
30 miles an hour...ouch!]
I won’t bore you with the entire route, or all the
gory details – this selection of quotes should give
you some idea as to the quality of conversation....

“Well he’s a bit chunky isn’t ‘e?!
Oh, that’s the big boys coming
through now...”

“He likes contours in an
orthogonal fashion” [I.e. bloody
hilly!]

-

“Everybody likes a good
Rogering”

Yob feels the rhythm

“More of a ‘going of’ age than a
‘coming of’ age”
“Feel my backside ...it’s still
dripping”
“I’ve got a numb leg...well I’ve
got a bad back...Oh, she always
has to go one better than me!”
As to where we actually ran, I must admit
I wasn’t paying too much attention (see
the Strava screenshot), but suffice to say
that we did run through ‘Snuff Mill Dingle’
(officially another word for a dell), which
IGSH specifically requested that I put in
the write-up...we don’t seem to have many
dingles down south.

- whilst Doormat feels a bit of a porker

It was almost 2pm by the time we’d finished and enjoyed the customary Prosecco
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Overheard by spectators on Bewdley
Bridge

There was one final bit of fun to be had, cycling
back up to the bunkhouse but joining the closed
road cycle race for about 400 metres and picking off the racing bikes as we pedalled furiously
uphill – I’m sure a couple of them were non too
pleased at being passed in this manner.....sorry!

Waterfall climbing - don’t ask.

And so, with the roads re-opened, we could now
leave the bunkhouse and head wearily back
home, the 2017 Annual Hash Weekend already
a warm (if slightly painful) memory. I’ll leave you
with these words – they might have been from a
Wyre Forester, or I might have nicked them from
somewhere else...I can’t recall....but I think they
sum up the ethos of HWH3’s weekends away
rather well....

“You’re only young once but
you can be immature forever”
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Random Photo Gallery
American lady to her husband: “Elmer, these guys are nuts!”
He replied, “No my dear. They’re British”
Feom profile in The Telegraph magazine on
ohn Blashford-Snell

-

-

You left Ste
ve all alon
e… in charg
really?!!!
e of
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the booze..

..

-

The END
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